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National ocean policy in the
United States: using framing
theory to highlight policy
priorities between
presidential administrations
Gregory Johnson*†, Christopher Anderson, Kelly Dunning †

and Ryan Williamson †

College of Forestry, Wildlife, and Environment, Auburn University, Auburn, AL, United States
Coastal and ocean management in the United States is a complex issue requiring

an equally complex management policy. Federal policy has historically been

carried out in a siloed (sector-by-sector) fashion causing inefficient and

bureaucratic management by federal agencies. The Obama administration

took a novel approach to coastal and ocean management by signing an

executive order that brought together federal agencies and empowered

regional stakeholders, creating a first of its kind comprehensive National

Ocean Policy. In 2018, former President Donald Trump rescinded the Obama-

era policy and enacted his own version of National Ocean Policy that shifted

authority to the states and focused on the economic potential of American

waters. This research addresses a significant challenge in federal management of

a complex natural resource. Here we identify common management strategies

between different administrations to provide insights for future attempts at

National Ocean Policy. We collect policy documents, press releases, and

congressional testimony from high-level stakeholders and identified the most

common themes over a 12-year period from 2009-2021. We find three common

themes between the administrations even though their policies varied in strategy

and scope: 1) the importance of a strong and enduring marine economy, 2)

creating a strategic and efficient ocean policy, and 3) devolving authority from

the federal government to state and regional decision-makers. We argue that

coastal and ocean management via executive order is too easily rescinded to

have a lasting impact. These novel findings highlight potential strategies for

bipartisan cooperation in future attempts at National Ocean Policy.
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Introduction

The creation of the National Ocean Policy in the United States

(U.S.) was unprecedented, addressing a significant gap in the

American policy system–the lack of a single, unified strategy to

manage coastal and ocean ecosystems. The coastal U.S. is home to

one of the world’s longest coastlines, largest economies, and largest

populations in the world. If the country’s coastal counties were their

own country, they would have the world’s third largest economy

and would make up 40% of the country’s population (Economics

and Demographics, n.d). And yet, there has never been a

comprehensive policy for managing the coastal and ocean

ecosystems prior to the Obama administration.

The National Ocean Policy would balance diverse interests like

biodiversity conservation and economic development. To develop

the administration’s policy priorities, former president Barack

Obama’s administration created the Interagency Ocean Policy

Task Force (hereafter “Task Force”). The Task Force engaged the

American public through an unprecedented 180-day online

comment period, six regional public meetings, and 38 expert

roundtables (The White House Council on Environmental

Quality, 2010). This process synthesized approximately 5,000

public comments and expert input, ultimately sending the Final

Recommendations Of The Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force to

the president in 2010. Upon receipt of the Task Force’s final

recommendations, and building off eight years of progress made

by the George W. Bush administration1, Obama signed Executive

Order 13547 Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the Great

Lakes (hereafter National Ocean Policy).

Historically, coastal and ocean policy in the United States has

been carried out in a siloed way. Federal agencies often implement

laws and policies pertinent to their mandate without

communicating with other agencies working in the same

geographical ocean space or without sharing technical expertise

and other resources to facilitate cohesive management. The first

major ocean policy was the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

The act allowed for states to voluntarily participate in a partnership

with the federal government for the purpose of “protecting,

restoring, and responsibly developing” the coastal and ocean

environment (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, n.d). The

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration administers the

Coastal Zone Management Act highlighting the siloed nature of

previous management strategies.

In 2004, President Bush released the U.S. Ocean Action Plan,

which outlined 88 goals and priorities to “better coordinate U.S.

ocean policy” (U.S. Department of Interior, 2004). While it did aim

to increase funding for ocean science research and broadly

discussed conservation, it failed to explicitly describe how

conservation would happen. Additionally, it failed to describe
1 The National Ocean Policy was partly based on the U.S. Ocean Action Plan

Implementation Update, a George W. Bush administration report based on

recommendations provided by Congress, specifically its U.S. Commission on

Ocean Policy (National Ocean Policy; Committee: House Natural

Resources, 2011)
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how the plan would balance competing uses and a changing

climate. The plan broadly mentioned establishing partnerships

with state, local, and tribal governments, but did not explicitly

state who would have management and decision-making authority.

Bush’s plan was never implemented via executive order, nor did it

ever make its way through the legislative process.

Given how recent and unprecedented the creation of National

Ocean Policy was, and the changes that it underwent between the

Obama and Trump administrations, our research asks the following

question: how has National Ocean Policy changed in the U.S. from

the recommendations made by the Task Force in 2009 and its

subsequent implementation in the Obama and Trump

administrations? Understanding how ocean policy changes

between presidentia l administrat ions is essentia l for

understanding modern nuances of American natural resource

policy, concentrated in the executive branch and implemented by

federal agencies.

The Obama-era National Ocean Policy and the subsequent

Trump Administration’s policy were both implemented via

executive order. Executive orders are a unique way of

implementing policy priorities. They have become more

commonplace and stand in contrast to the way that we normally

define lawmaking (e.g., the Endangered Species Act enacted through

the Congressional lawmaking process in 1973) (University of

California Santa Barbara, 2023). In the U.S., executive orders are

policies that manage operations of the federal government,

specifically the agencies that make up the executive branch.

Executive orders are not the same as legislation passed through

Congress and Congress cannot overturn them (American Bar

Association, 2021). The U.S. Constitution does not explicitly

mention a presidential power to issue executive orders (Rudalevige,

2021). In a political era of increasing polarization in which legislative

action in Congress is harder to achieve, executive orders are one way

to bypass gridlock (Rudalevige, 2021). Because the National Ocean

Policy was created and then changed via executive order, our paper

studies the difference in these policies between two presidential

administrations beginning with the Obama Administration and

following changes through the Trump administration.
Data and analysis

This research adopts a case study design because it covers

contemporary events and relevant behaviors that cannot be

manipulated (Yin, 2017). Case studies allow for the consideration

of many kinds of evidence: documents, artifacts, interviews, and

direct observations (Yin, 2017). We analyze changes and differences

to the National Ocean Policy between the Obama and Trump

administrations. We do this as a comparative case study between

the administrations and use comparative analysis according to

theoretically relevant variables, which include varying priorities in

National Ocean Policies (Yin, 2017). We use the priorities of the

National Ocean Policy of the Obama administration as a case of

ocean policy priorities for the Democratic Party and compare that

to the priorities of the National Ocean Policy of the Trump

Administration and the Republican Party.
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We adopt Framing Theory to determine the policy priorities of

decision-makers. We use Framing Theory as an approach for

investigating diverse policy priorities between the Obama and

Trump administrations. Framing Theory instructs us on how to

characterize the presentation of issues from multiple perspectives

(Chong & Druckman, 2007). It sheds light on how politicians

emphasize certain aspects of a policy, while purposely excluding

other aspects, which might lead to people interpreting issues

differently (Borah, 2011; Ardèvol-Abreu, 2015). Framing Theory

illustrates policy priorities because policy-makers frequently choose

the frame that is consistent with their values or principles (Chong

and Druckman, 2007). Framing Theory therefore helps us to

compare competing Democrat and Republican policy priorities

for National Ocean Policy. The way that issues are framed

appeals to the partisan beliefs of the audience (Chong and

Druckman, 2007). Politicians will often frame issues along certain

lines in an attempt to mobilize voters. They accomplish this by

highlighting very specific aspects of an issue that appeals to certain

values (Jacoby, 2000). Frames in communication also serve as a way

to promote certain definitions and interpretations of policies, which

we use as a proxy for priorities (Shah et al., 2002).

Most literature on Framing Theory details how the media

frames issues (Carragee and Roefs, 2004). De Vreese and Lecheler

(2016) note that public policies and politics can be defined in

different ways by traditional news media. There is a gap in the

literature into how different types of political actors (e.g., politicians,

organizations, or social movements) create and use frames to their

benefit (Borah, 2011). Our research aims to fill that gap as well as a

case-related gap, analyzing how politicians, government officials,

various private and public organizations, and news outlets frame

ocean management issues in the U.S.

To compare policy priorities, we used qualitative methods to

characterize priorities in policy-maker statements. We collected and

analyzed the statements of policy entrepreneurs (e.g., members of

Congress, NGO leaders, private sector actors, and federal and

subnational government leaders) when describing National Ocean

Policy priorities from 2009 to January 2021, just before President

Joseph Biden took office2. Additionally, we analyzed the policy

documents associated with National Ocean Policies that were

published by federal agencies and the White House. To collect the

statements, we searched the Nexis Uni database using specific

keywords and collected official policy documents from the

archived documents on each administration’s websites. As of the

date of this writing, Trump’s executive order is still an active order.

We used the Grounded Theory Methodology to code data that

were separated into five main policy priorities (Table 1). Grounded

Theory Methodology involves the construction of codes and

categories directly from the collected data and “not from

preconceived logically deduced hypotheses” (Charmaz, 2014).
2 The study period officially ended in January 2021 after the creation of an

Ocean Policy Committee at the White House following the 2021 National

Defense Authorization Act, a now permanent committee at the federal level

that coordinates policy across agencies and serves as a way to engage with

ocean stakeholders broadly.
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Inductive coding was used during this research as a way to find

“emergent, data-driven” codes (Saldaña, 2015). We used the In Vivo

coding method which uses the exact words and phrases from

speakers and not the researchers’ interpretations of speakers’

words (Saldaña, 2015). After separating statements by policy

priorities, we further separated each policy priority by what we

refer to as sub-codes (more specific policy priorities). This

categorization of data pairs well with Framing Theory because it

highlights emphasis frames in the data. We use an emphasis frame

to investigate how policy priorities are thematically portrayed,

which help to provide a clear picture of the problems that were

addressed by the two policies (Shulman and Sweitzer, 2018). After

categorizing statements into sub-codes (n=20) (e.g., oil, gas, and

energy as a specific policy priority of the economic broad policy

priority), we were able to highlight in detail the focus of each

message in the broader context of Framing Theory. We also

employed the Focused Coding Method, a second cycle method

that commonly follows In Vivo coding (Charmaz, 2014; Saldaña,

2015). Focused Coding is a way to find the most important or

frequently used codes to develop the most important categories.

This enabled us to theorize how ocean policy changes in the U.S.

between Democrat and Republican administrations.

This process was a multiple coder effort. The lead researcher

and first author coded 250 data points and four other researchers

coded the remaining 198 data points after receiving detailed

instruction and having access to the codebook. As the four

additional researchers were coding data, the first author coded

every tenth observation separately to check for intercoder reliability.

Additional information on how we obtained intercoder reliability

and quality control methods on our data can be found in

Appendix 1.
Findings

Data summary

We compiled n=448 statements from policy-makers, of which

n=379 were from the Obama-era policy and n=69 were from the

Trump-era policy. Obama-era policy statements occurred between

2009-2018 and Trump-era policy statements between 2018-2021

(the end of the study period). The Obama-era policy statements

occurred outside his administration because the policy remained

active until the Trump-era policy was implemented in 2018.

The three largest sources of messages from both

administrations came from Congress (e.g., testimonies, committee

hearings, and opening statements by members of Congress), NGOs

(e.g., press releases), and news outlets (see Table 2). Most of the

NGOs focused on the environment, but some focused on economic

and private business issues. The majority of the news outlets were

national news sources such as the Associated Press, but there were

also state and local news outlets represented. Sources of messaging

during the Obama-era policy were evenly distributed between the

three primary sources. Sources of messaging during the Trump-era

policy were skewed towards news articles. The amount of

Congressional messaging between the two administrations was
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significantly different (p-value=.004) Congressional stakeholders

mentioned the Trump-era policy in n=8 (12%) of the total

messages, while Congressional stakeholders doubled that

percentage for the Obama-era policy (n=92, 24%).
Qualitative findings: policy priorities shared
between administrations

We identified five policy priorities shared between both

administrations in the qualitative data, and explored differences

in later quantitative data. The five policy priorities of the U.S.

National Ocean Policy include: 1) strategic and efficient ocean

policy, 2) ecosystem stewardship, 3) economic, 4) federal vs.

subnational control, and 5) stakeholder involvement. These policy

priorities and the sub-codes appear in Appendix 2 with more

detailed definitions and examples.
4 The states included Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. Along with these states, there were six

federally recognized tribes, nine federal agencies, and the New England

Fishery Management Council included in the planning and writing of the plan.

5 The states included Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Along with these states, there were eight federal

agencies, two federally recognized tribes, and the Mid-Atlantic Fishery

Management Council included in the planning and writing of the plan.

3 In total, nine regions were identified in the executive order: Alaska/Arctic,

Caribbean, Great Lakes, Gulf of Mexico, Mid-Atlantic, Northeast, Pacific

Islands, South Atlantic, and West Coast regions.
National ocean policy and
anticipatory management

The Obama-era policy focused on balancing its core policy

priorities of strategic and efficient ocean policy, ecosystem

stewardship, stakeholder involvement, and the economy (Exec.

Order No. 13547, 75 Fed. Reg. 43021, 2010). It did this by

introducing its most signature policy priority and with it, the

administration’s most sweeping political change: to make ocean

policy anticipatory. The administration did this by creating a new

policy system, intentionally designed to foresee social, economic,

and environmental challenges, and make efforts in advance to

mitigate environmental change and conflict between resource

users. The Obama-era policy did this by creating Regional

Planning Bodies. They were the power centers that made sure

that the unique social, economic, and ecological.
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aspects of each U.S. region would be prioritized in a management

plan (The Nation’s First Ocean Plans, 2016).3 The plans formally

describe how states will coordinate with each other, engage the public,

and implement coastal and marine spatial planning. Historically,

coastal and ocean policy was reactionary (e.g., the response to the

Exxon Valdez spill off the coast of Alaska in 1989 and the Deepwater

Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010).

The most important example of institutions for the shift to

anticipatory management can be found in the Northeast and Mid-

Atlantic Regional Planning Bodies. The Regional Planning Bodies

gathered stakeholders in state, federal, and tribal governments;

fisheries decision-making organizations from the regions; and

representatives from private industry.4,5 Planning processes

required public participation, the use of science in decision-

making, and using an ecosystem-based approach to management

that considers the whole system. Each region could plan and

implement policies for regionally specific needs. For example, the

Northeast’s Ocean Plan included attempts at balancing the world-

famous Maine Lobster and New England scallop industries with

competing interests such as infrastructure (e.g., port dredging) and
TABLE 1 Policy Priorities shared between Obama and Trump Administrations.

Policy
Priorities
(themes)

Information contained in policy-maker
statement to assign theme Additional Context

Strategic and
efficient

ocean policy

Information about whether the federal government is efficiently
managing the ocean ecosystem and adopting a unified, strategic
approach to balancing use of ocean resources and conservation.

Reducing duplication of bureaucracy; Ocean zoning framed as either a best
management practice OR a federal land grab

Ecosystem
Stewardship

Information about the main environmental issues and how they’re
addressed in the ocean policies

What environmental systems are being conserved; How managers are
conserving environmental systems; Damages/Impacts to environmental systems

Economic Information about how the ocean policies impact the
American economy

Statements that broadly deal with the economy; Statements that deal specifically
with the oil/gas/energy, recreation, or fisheries sectors

Federal/
Subnational
Control

Information about whether the ocean policies give authority to
states, increase federal authority, and how these entities cooperate

Giving authority to state/subnational governments; Federal overreach/oversight;
Keeping regulations the same; Federal government transparency; Coordination

between different levels of government; Regional planning bodies

Stakeholder
Involvement

Information about how stakeholders are meaningfully involved in
the planning, implementation, and execution of ocean

ecosystem management

Decisions are made after consultation with stakeholders (bottom-up); Decisions
are made by experts in positions of power (top-down); A collaborative process

that involves stakeholders in a meaningful way
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science (e.g., seafloor mapping projects). An example from the Mid-

Atlantic Ocean Plan was the need to balance the $18 billion-dollar

yearly fishing industry with future plans for ocean-based wind

farms. By including all relevant regional stakeholders, the plans

allowed for more flexible management, tailored to regional and local

needs, that anticipates environmental change and user conflict.

Implementing anticipatory public policy in such a complex

coastal nation required an equally complex implementation

document to coordinate across scales, jurisdictions, and sectors.

The complex, multi-stakeholder process of anticipatory

management was codified in the 2013 National Ocean Policy

Implementation Plan. This plan provided direction to

governments and was the product of three years of input from

stakeholders. It focused on anticipating change and user conflict in

five areas: 1) the ocean economy, 2) safety and security, 3) coastal

and ocean resilience, 4) prioritizing local choices, and 5) the use of

science in decision-making (National Ocean Policy Implementation

Plan, 2013).
Policy changes during the
Trump administration

The Trump administration effectively ended American efforts at

anticipatory and comprehensive ocean planning at the federal level

and with it eight years’ worth of policy prioritization of a unified

approach to ocean management. The Trump administration shifted

its focus squarely on economic policy priorities. Trump’s executive

order eliminated seven key federal entities established by Obama’s

executive order. The most important being the National Ocean

Council because it was essential to enacting a unified approach to

ocean management. The Trump-era policy also eliminated the core

institution responsible for ocean planning: Regional Planning

Bodies.6 Federal agency involvement was not prohibited explicitly

from the Trump administration, but there was a lack of financial

support and technical assistance was optional, which left states to

accomplish planning on their own or abandon it altogether (Goelz,

2022). A memo was also published shortly after Trump’s executive

order that formally revoked the National Ocean Policy

Implementation Plan, all formal documentation that provided the
6 Also eliminated were: The National Ocean Council Deputies Committee,

National Ocean Council Senior Policy Contact Committee, Governance

Coordinating Committee, Ocean Resource Management Interagency Policy

Committee and sub-committees, and the Ocean Science and Technology

Interagency Policy Committee
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step-by-step implementation procedures7, and the already

approved regional Ocean Plans for the Northeast and Mid-

Atlantic (Guidance for Implementing Executive Order 13840,

Titled “Ocean Policy to Advance the Economic, Security, and

Environmental Interests of the United States, 2018).

With the elimination of Obama’s National Ocean Council and

other initiatives, Trump’s executive order began its shift to focusing

on its policy priorities of economic growth, energy production, and

national security. To accomplish this, the Trump-era policy created

the Ocean Policy Committee. This committee was largely made up of

components from the Department of Defense, economic advisors,

and cabinet agencies. An example of the prioritization of economic

development is found in Trump’s creation of a national strategy for

mapping and exploring the Exclusive Economic Zone of the U.S. with

the hope that untapped natural resources would be discovered for

future extraction (Trump, 2019). As this committee did not produce

an implementation plan similar to the Obama-era National Ocean

Council’s plan, it is difficult to know how the policy was carried out

aside from their mandated objectives contained in the executive order

(Exec. Order No. 13840, 83 Fed. Reg. 29431, 2018).

At the point that Trump left office in January 2021, minimal

analysis has been done on the accomplishments of the Trump

administration executive order and minimal analysis comparing the

two administrations, which the following data aims to address. To

date, the Biden administration has begun implementing a number

of ocean policies related to climate change and environmental

justice. The Ocean Policy Committee under the Biden

administration released its Ocean Climate Action Plan in March

2023. The plan focuses on three main goals: 1) creating a carbon-

neutral future, 2) moving forward solutions that harness the power

of coastal and ocean ecosystems, and 3) improving coastal

community resilience by leveraging ocean and coastal nature-

based solutions. Additionally, the Ocean Policy Committee

released its Ocean Justice Strategy in December 2023. The

strategy’s vision includes five main topics for addressed

environmental justice concerns related to ocean and coastal uses:

1) equitable access to the benefits provided by coastal and ocean

ecosystems, 2) meaningfully engaging with coastal and ocean

stakeholders, 3) recognition of traditional ecological knowledge

and the value derived from it in policy-making, 4) improvement

of coastal and ocean education, and 5) application of an

environmental justice lens in ocean and coastal research. Many of

the Biden administration’s policies relate back to the Obama
TABLE 2 Breakdown of messages by the three largest sources in our data set.

Congress NGOs News Other Total

Obama Policy 92 (24%) 90 (24%) 113 (30%) 84 (22%) 379 (100%)

Trump Policy 8 (12%) 21 (30%) 26 (38%) 14 (20%) 69 (100%)

Totals 100 (22%) 111 (25%) 139 (31%) 98 (22%) 448 (100%
7

N

The step-by-step imple

ational Ocean Policy Tech
mentation procedures wer

nical Appendix.
Numbers outside the parentheses are raw numbers and proportions are inside the parentheses. The numbers and proportions represent each administration independently.
e contained within the
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administration’s objectives, with more focus on environmental

justice and stronger attempts at combatting climate change. This

research cannot fully analyze the Biden administration’s policies

due to time limitations.
Quantitative findings

We analyzed statistically significant differences between policy

priorities of the two administrations (see Table 3), using the frequency

of the different policy themes detected and coded as a proxy for policy

prioritization in the two administrations. Statistically significant

differences between the Obama and Trump administrations include

policy priorities of 1) Strategic and efficient ocean policy (appearing in

48% of Obama Administration statements and 27% of Trump

Administration statements, p=.001); 2) the economy (appearing in

23% of Obama Administration statements and 55% of Trump

Administration statements, p=0.001), and 3) stakeholder

involvement (appearing in 24% of Obama Administration

statements and 9% of Trump Administration statements, p=.001).

We conclude that the key changes to ocean policy between the two

administrations were an Obama Administration’s focus on an

anticipatory and efficient ocean policy as well as on stakeholder

involvement. By contrast, the Trump Administration focused on

economic uses of U.S. oceans.

We found there to be no statistically significant difference

between Obama and Trump administration focus on ecosystem

stewardship (appearing in 45% of Obama Administration

statements and 46% of Trump Administration statements). We

also found there to be no statistically significant difference between

Obama and Trump administration focus on federal versus

subnational control.
Strategic and efficient ocean policy

The Obama administration prioritized strategic and efficient

ocean policy more in its policy documents, with 48% of its
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
statements focused on this issue versus 27% from the Trump

administration, making it the most frequently used policy priority

(n=202). That said, actual implementation of this priority, such as

decreasing jurisdictional overlap and ensuring strategic and efficient

ocean policy in the many agencies managing the oceans, was nearly

indistinguishable between administrations. The following examples

from our data show how creating an efficient, unified, anticipatory

ocean policy was a challenge for both administrations. An example

from the Obama administration on reducing duplication comes

from a senior member of the National Ocean Council during

Congressional testimony: “The [National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration] sits at the table with departments

and agencies that have not traditionally been in close coordination

on ocean issues” (Lubchenco, 2011). A similar example from the

Trump administration comes from aWhite House press release that

stated the Trump-era policy “would streamline coordination of the

many government agencies that have an interest in the oceans by

establishing a new interagency Ocean Policy Committee,”

suggesting that there still remained significant progress to be

made on this priority issue (Exec. Order No. 13840, 83 Fed. Reg.

29431, 2018).
Ecosystem stewardship

The Obama and Trump administrations prioritized ecosystem

stewardship equally, with 45% of Obama-era statements and 46% of

Trump-era statements focused on this issue. Ecosystem stewardship

was the most frequently used policy priority alongside strategic and

efficient ocean policy (n=202). Despite a similar level of prioritization

within public policy documents, real differences existed in how the

two administrations actually implemented ecosystem stewardship

policies. The Obama administration enacted stewardship through

its Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning Program, defined by a high-

ranking Obama administration official as “[A program that]

facilitates a thoughtful, inclusive approach to harmonizing uses and

minimizing adverse environmental impact” and that it would

“replace the stove-piped, reactive approach now in place”

(Lubchenco, 2011). Conversely, the Trump administration focused
TABLE 3 Number (and proportion) of policy themes detected between Obama and Trump policy entrepreneurs and statistical differences.

Strategic and
Efficient

Ocean Policy

Ecosystem
Stewardship

Economic Federal/
Subnational
Control

Stakeholder
Involvement

Administration Obama Trump Obama Trump Obama Trump Obama Trump Obama Trump

# times code used by administration 183 19 170 32 87 38 158 22 90 6

Total messages using this code 202 202 125 180 96

Total messages 379 69 379 69 379 69 379 69 379 69

% code used in all messages 48% 27% 45% 46% 23% 55% 42% 32% 24% 09%

t-score -3.48 .23 5.05 -1.59 -3.73

p-value .001*** .816 .001*** .112 .001***
fro
***Significance at the a = 0.01.
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on managing ocean and coastal ecosystems to increase economic

benefit and national security. An example of this goal was the Trump

administration’s efforts at conducting scientific exploration of the

ecosystems of the sea floor of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone to

better understand American natural resources at sea.

Economy

The Trump administration prioritized the economy more in

policy documents, with 55% of its statements focused on this issue

versus 23% from the Obama administration. Additionally,

implementation of economic policy priorities were also very

different, albeit with one important overarching theme between the

two administrations. Both administrations made it clear that they

understood the importance of a healthy and robust ocean and coastal

economy for the U.S. economy broadly. The differences rest in how

the two administrations achieved that goal. The Obama

administration focused on finding a way to balance economic

growth with conservation. A private business representative in

Congressional testimony highlights this priority by stating that the

Obama-era policy “seeks to promote industry development that is

sustainable and complements the variety of development activities

already occurring in the ocean” (Lanard, 2016). Conversely, The

Trump administration was focused on increasing offshore oil and gas

drilling to become energy independent and increase U.S. security. A

representative example of this priority comes from the executive

order that states “domestic energy production from Federal waters

strengthens the Nation’s security and reduces reliance on imported

energy” (Exec. Order No. 13840, 83 Fed. Reg. 29431, 2018).
Federal and subnational control of ocean
and coastal management

The Obama and Trump administrations prioritized federal

versus subnational control of ocean and coastal management in

similar ways in our review of public-facing policy documents, with

42% of Obama-era statements and 32% of Trump-era statements

focused on this issue. Additionally, it was the third most frequently

used policy priority in all of the data. The differences were, again, in

how the two administrations actually implemented policy priorities.

The Obama administration increased coordination between scales

of government by creating the Governance Coordinating

Committee. A representative example from a member of

Congress stated that because of the Obama-era policy “for the

first time ever, [states are] working with each other and with the

federal government to better coordinate” (Natural Resources

Defense Council, 2016). The Trump administration’s main policy

priority was shifting authority on ocean-related matters back to the

states. To accomplish this, the Trump-era policy disbanded the

Governance Coordinating Committee. The Trump-era policy has

been labeled “cooperative federalism” whereby state governments

have more responsibility (Flesher, 2018). Beyond the dissolution of

the Governance Coordinating Committee, policy documents

contained no specific initiatives that detail how the Trump-era

policy would implement the state empowerment priority.
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Stakeholder involvement

The Obama administration prioritized stakeholder involvement

more, with 24% of its statements focused on this issue versus 9%

from the Trump administration. The Obama administration

included stakeholders by conducting 24 listening sessions across

the country in conjunction with the open comment period. A

member of Congress highlighted this effort by stating in a hearing

that “National Ocean Policy is merely a commonsense way to

facilitate multi-stakeholder collaboration on complex ocean

issues” (Lowenthal, 2017). Conversely, there was no mention of

meaningful stakeholder involvement in the Trump-era policy. A

White House press release only mentioned “engaging with

stakeholders’’ with no specific outline of what the process would

be like in practice. A national environmental magazine noted that

the Trump-era policy “eliminate[d] the requirement for involving

indigenous groups in decision-making” (Wei-Haas, 2019).
Discussion

Framing theory literature tells us that policy proponents and

critics will purposely highlight certain aspects of a problem. At the

same time, they will ignore other aspects to highlight a frame that is

consistent with their values or principles (Chong and Druckman,

2007; Borah, 2011). For example, the Trump-era policy focused on

robust offshore oil and gas drilling while ignoring previous oil spills.

Meanwhile, the Obama-era policy focused on offshore renewable

energy applications even though pursuing them might force

thousands of people out of work. Additionally, Sniderman and

Theriault (2004) noted that in political contexts, audiences are often

exposed to multiple competing frames for a single issue (e.g.,

Obama-era policy attempting to lessen bureaucracy while critics

were claiming it had actually increased bureaucracy). Specifically,

the literature demonstrates that members of Congress carefully

frame their messaging to advance their own personal policy

preferences (Bergquist, 2020).

In this case study, we compare policy priorities for

comprehensive ocean management between Democrat and

Republican administrations. This research proposes a novel

theoretical framework for how a future National Ocean Policy

could be implemented with bipartisan support, leading to enduring

legislation. We find that message framing around comprehensive

ocean management varies in five key ways: 1) strategic and efficient

ocean policy, 2) ecosystem stewardship, 3) economic, 4) federal

versus subnational control, and 5) stakeholder involvement.

Perhaps the most significant finding was that both

administrations, their policies, and their supporters communicated

regularly about the importance of a productive ocean economy. The

Obama-era policy prioritized conserving coastal and ocean

ecosystems for future generations. Conversely, the Trump-era

policy prioritized increasing offshore oil and gas drilling to promote

energy independence. While the two policies took different

approaches to growing the coastal and ocean economy, both

recognized its importance to the strength of the broader

U.S. economy.
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Increasing strategic and efficient ocean policy was another

similarity between the two administrations. Both administrations

recognized that current efforts at coastal and ocean management

were often being carried out in a siloed way, which led to duplicative

and overly bureaucratic management. For example, a prominent

environmental NGO noted that 20 federal agencies, with often

conflicting goals, carry out more than 140 laws that manage

American coasts and oceans (Ocean Conservancy, 2009). The

Obama administration focused on reducing duplicative work by

creating lines of communication between federal agencies, allowing

them to share resources and expertise. The Trump administration

focused on shifting authority back to the states. Even though the

two administrations implemented this policy priority in different

ways, both understood the importance of increasing strategic and

efficient ocean policy as a way of better managing U.S. coasts

and oceans.

The final significant similarity between the two administrations

concerned state and regional empowerment. While these concepts

were categorized differently in the dataset, they ended up being used

in similar ways. Maack et al. (2014) noted that economic and

personal ties to a region (e.g., the Gulf of Mexico) can create a

culture in which people believe that it greatly impacts their local

economy and everyday lives. Devolving authority from the federal

government to subnational governments may be a way for states

and regions to take more ownership of policy that impacts coastal

livelihoods and local economies. The Obama-era policy focused on

shifting decision-making and planning authority to the Regional

Planning Bodies. Alternatively, Trump’s state empowerment policy

priority was framed as a way of decreasing the overall size and

authority of the federal government. Both administrations

recognized the importance of subnational control of the coastal

and ocean environments.
Governance via executive order

It is important to highlight that lawmaking in the U.S. has

become increasingly difficult due to increased polarization in

American politics (Lee, 2016; Heltzel and Laurin, 2020). Due to

this, presidents often rely on executive orders to shift policy

priorities (Howell, 2003). National Ocean Policy between the

Obama and Trump administration were enacted via executive

orders. Executive orders can be implemented and rescinded

without input from Congress. The Trump and Obama

administrations had different visions for a comprehensive ocean

policy, which led to the Trump administration rescinding the

Obama-era policy. The switch from the Obama-era policy to the

Trump-era policy meant that eight years of planning and

implementing ocean management objectives stopped and, in

many cases, shifted in new directions. As goals shifted with the

Trump-era policy, issues with efficient governance were exacerbated

as agencies had to start implementing new policies. Deere (2021)

noted that executive orders make sense during a natural disaster due

to the speed at which they can be implemented. Additionally, Deere

(2021) states that legislatures should implement laws and policies

following normal legislative processes for issues that do not require
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immediate action. Fluharty (2012) notes that if Congress fails to

make National Ocean Policy law through the legislative process,

other efforts (e.g., executive orders) will likely never get the support

or funding necessary to be effective long term. Lack of congressional

support and funding was a noted issue in the Obama-era policy,

which led to a number of priorities not being implemented.
Bipartisanship for future policy-making

Deere (2021) suggests that Congress should be the branch of

government that implements comprehensive ocean management

policy at the federal level. It is important to note that legislation

through the current Congress would likely require some degree of

bipartisanship. As of the 2022 elections, there are thin margins in

the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate for at least the next

two years. Lee (2016) suggests that when control is within reach for

either party in the next election, bipartisan legislation is less likely

because the minority party will not gain an advantage by working

with the majority party. Conversely, bipartisanship is something

that most Americans want from their representatives (Harbridge

et al., 2014). If significant coastal and ocean management legislation

is to be passed through traditional legislative processes, it will

require Republicans and Democrats to work across the aisle and

compromise. To achieve this, Van Boven et al. (2018) suggests that

politicians need to look past their opposition to policy based on

party membership and look at the policy itself. Additionally, Van

Boven et al. (2018) notes the importance of environmental policy

being enacted through traditional legislative methods due to the

volatility of presidential directives between administrations (e.g.,

Trump rescinding the Obama-era policy in favor of his own,

followed by Biden rescinding Trump policies in favor of his own).

The Land and Water Conservation Fund of 2020 and the Clean

Water Act of 1972 highlight that precedent exists for bipartisan

agreement on environmental legislation.

This research focuses its findings and recommendations on how

future policy-makers might be able to reach bipartisan consensus.

We believe that Congress should focus on the three main areas of

similarity between the Obama and Trump-era policies: 1) the

reduction of duplicative work within federal agencies that work

on ocean and coastal issues, 2) empowering states and regional

bodies to plan and implement policies they deem to be most

important for their areas, and 3) an understanding that a strong

ocean and coastal economy that prioritizes conservation is

imperative to the strength of the broader U.S. economy. If

bipartisanship is necessary for the future of a comprehensive

coastal and ocean policy, then these three areas may allow

members of Congress to reach across the aisle and pass

lasting legislation.
Conclusion

This research suggests that Framing Theory is a useful

framework for identifying policy priorities between presidential

administrations. As demonstrated in our analysis, Framing
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Theory provides a structure for uncovering nuanced policy

positions for complex natural resource management issues. It also

allows for complex issues and policies to be broken down into the

primary issues needing to be addressed and how policy addresses

those issues (Tewksbury and Scheufele, 2019). The inductive coding

approach allows for discovery of policy priorities that can then be

analyzed between administrations.

Exploration of policy preferences between different

administrations may help to generate approaches for bipartisan

cooperation in future attempts at comprehensive federal ocean

policy. This research shows that the Obama and Trump

administrations used three policy priorities in similar ways. Both

administrations regularly communicated the importance of a robust

ocean and coastal economy to the broader American economy. The

two administrations also placed an emphasis on increasing strategic

and efficient management of marine resources to lessen bureaucracy

and create open lines of communication between levels of

government. Lastly, both administrations took steps to shift

decision-making authority from the federal government to state

and regional management structures. They recognized that the

complexity and diversity of issues in American waters are best

addressed at the subnational scale.

This research contributes to Framing Theory by expanding its

insights into how government actors frame messages to the public

and to other high-level stakeholders to garner support for complex

issues. Future research into natural resource management issues in

the U.S. can further our understanding of potential areas of

agreement between partisan government actors. As political

polarization makes it difficult to pass meaningful legislation at the

federal level, finding areas of bipartisan agreement will be an

essential tool for conserving natural resources in the face of

climate change and growing coastal populations.
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Appendix 1: Intercoder
Reliability Testing

All four of the additional coders had experience qualitatively

coding data and worked independently to avoid discussing coding

disagreements until the end of the coding process (Cheung and Tai,

2021). We used the percentage of agreement for its simplicity and

found that my coding and the other researchers’ coding were in

agreement 93.7% of the time. To further strengthen the intercoder

reliability testing, we used a Cohen’s kappa test. This statistical testing

method was specifically designed to test for intercoder reliability.

Cohen recognized that percent agreement does not account for the

chance that coders could simply take a random guess if they were not

sure about certain codes, which could lead to false agreement

(McHugh, 2012). The output of Cohen’s kappa test ranges from -1

to 1 where 1 represents perfect agreement and values below 0

potentially indicate a serious problem in the collection of data or the

need to retrain coders. Positive numbers in a Cohen’s kappa test

indicate the level of agreement between coders. For the purpose of this

research, we compared the primary researcher’s coding with that of the

four assistant coders. The four Cohen’s kappa outputs were.81,.82,.87,

and.89. These results indicate a strong level of agreement rating,

bordering on an “almost perfect” level of agreement (McHugh,

2012). This suggests that the results of the two intercoder reliability

tests indicate that coding between all researchers was consistent.
Appendix 2: Detailed breakdown of
qualitative tables
TABLE 2.1 Strategic and efficient ocean policy.

Strategic and efficient ocean policy

Sub-codes
Sub-

code description Example

Reducing
duplication

Any mention of the
reduction of

duplicative work
between federal

agencies or how to
manage competing

demands
between agencies

“The National Ocean Council will
coordinate the work of the many federal
agencies involved in conservation and

marine planning.” - Julie Pace,
Associated Press

Bureaucracy Any mention of
adding or taking
away layers of
bureaucracy,

untangling of the
federal government
web, or the cutting

of red tape

“Defunding important programs and
throwing up roadblocks for the National

Ocean Policy entrenches inefficient
federal bureaucracy” - John Podesta,
Center for American Progress (former
Counselor to Obama and former White

House Chief of Staff to Clinton)
(Podesta, 2012)

Ocean
zoning as a

best
management
practice or
federal

land grab

Any mention of
ocean zoning as a
best management
practice and/or the
federal jurisdiction
to implement it.
Any mention of
ocean zoning as a
federal land grab

“Coordinated ocean planning makes
common sense and is a good economic
policy for our coastal communities. It
allows for a comprehensive mapping of
existing ocean uses that helps to identify

and resolve conflicts between
stakeholders before they play out in
specific permitting processes” - Don
Beyer, US Congressman for Virginia
F
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TABLE 2.2 Ecosystem Stewardship.

Ecosystem Stewardship

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code description Example

What
ecosystem
stewardship
protects

Any mention of what
environmental systems were

being conserved (e.g.,
species, oceans, coasts,

fisheries) national security,
and food or energy security

“National Ocean Policy upholds
our stewardship responsibilities,
ensures accountability for our

actions, and serves as a balanced
model of efficient and

sustainable ocean, costal, and
Great Lakes management and

conservation” - NOAA
Press Release

How
ecosystem
stewardship
protects
a resource

Any mention of specific
methods for conservation
including: ocean zoning,
adaptive management,

climate change adaptation,
biodiversity protection,
ecosystem services

protection, conservation,
preservation, sustainable

use, science-based
management, marine spatial
planning, ocean mapping,

natural resource
protection/extraction

“[The] Obama administration’s
proposal creates a governance

structure for the management of
the oceans and sets out a
program for marine spatial

planning – which, like zoning on
land, would designate certain
areas for diverse uses such as
drilling, fishing, shipping, and

protection” - Center for
Biological Diversity Press Release

Damages/
Impacts

Any mention of stressors
such as ocean acidification,
sea level rise, increased
storm frequency/severity,
increased ocean water

temperatures, loss of species,
loss of biodiversity

“The tragedy in the Gulf is a
wake-up call. We would have
[been] much better prepared to
deal with this disaster had a
national ocean policy been in

place before the spill. Overfishing
and ocean acidification are also
evidence of the urgent needs to
ensure wise stewardship of our
coasts, our oceans, and the

Great Lakes” - Lois Capps, US
Congresswoman for Wisconsin

(1998-2017)
TABLE 2.3 Economic.

Economic

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code

Description Example

Statements
on the
broad
U.S.

economy

Any mention of
the economy
broadly,

statement does
not mention a
specific sector

“The National Ocean Policy was a common-
sense plan that was good for the economy,
jobs, and local communities” - The Ocean

Conservancy Press Release

Oil/
Gas/Energy

Any mention of
the oil/gas/
energy sector

“NOIA (National Ocean Industries
Association) believes a national ocean policy
is incomplete without greater recognition for
how increased access to the Outer Continental

Shelf might help realize national policy
objectives of job creation, greater energy

security and reliability, and greater federal
revenues from increased oil and gas activities”

- Randall Luthi, of National Ocean
Industries Association

(Continued)
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TABLE 2.4 Federal/Subnational Control.

Federal/Subnational Control

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code

Description Example

Coordination
between levels

Any mention of
coordination or
cooperation
between the

federal
government and
subnational
agencies

“[National Ocean Policy] tears down the
silos that exist between all levels of

government, private industries, and the
public” - Sam Farr, US Congressman for

California (1993-2017)

Federal
government
transparency

Any mention of
the federal
government
being open in
the planning,
decision-
making, or

implementation
process

“Despite the fact that this whole National
Ocean Policy is supposed to be conducted
in a transparent manner, this body has
met in closed session a number of times. I
am unaware of any notice of the meetings

being published and there are no
transcripts or notes available from any of

the meetings” - Doc Hastings, US
Congressman for Washington (1995-2015)

Federal
overreach/
oversight

Any mention of
overreach, use
of a heavy-
handed
approach,

oversight and
control, or

“Instead of getting input and statutory
authority from Congress, the Obama
administration has decided that the
president’s signature alone is all that’s

needed to make major changes to policies
governing ocean activities” - Doc Hastings,

(Continued)
F
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TABLE 2.4 Continued

Federal/Subnational Control

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code

Description Example

separation of
powers by the

federal
government

US Congressman for Washington
(1995-2015)

Regional
Planning
Bodies

Any mention of
the Regional

Planning Bodies
or their

regional plans

“We have no [Regional Planning Body] in
the Gulf of Mexico and do not need one” -

National Association of
Charterboat Operators

State
empowerment

Any mention of
the states
gaining

authority to do
what is best for
their regions

“Empowers local and state governments
and stakeholders to work together in
coordinating on ocean management
through coastal and marine spatial
planning” - The Ocean Conservancy

press release

Status
quo

regulations

Any mention of
National Ocean
Policies not
creating new
restrictions

or regulations

“In reality, the [National Ocean Policy]
does not grant any agency additional
powers to close fisheries, or to create
marine reserves or any other type of

protected areas” - Terry Gibson, private
industry representative
TABLE 2.5 Stakeholder Involvement.

Stakeholder Involvement

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code Description Example

Bottom-up/
top-
down
process

Any mention of the
planning/decision-

making/implementation
process as being top-
down (decisions by

experts in positions of
power) or bottom-up
(decisions made after

consultation
with stakeholders)

“I do not think that this is Federal
top-down. In fact, I think this is

better decision-making, bottoms-up
(sic), not top-down” - Chellie
Pingree, US Congresswoman

for Maine

Statements
on

collaborative
relationships

Any mention of the
general public,

environmental NGOs,
private sector, and/or

academia being involved
in the planning/decision-

making/
implementation process

“In order to ensure that any policy
takes the concerns of all

stakeholders into account, the Task
Force will continue to solicit and
consider suggestions from the

public and other stakeholders as to
the substance of its proposals” -
Thad Allen, US Coast Guard
Commandant (2006-2010)
TABLE 2.3 Continued

Economic

Sub-
codes

Sub-
code

Description Example

Fisheries Any mention of
the commercial

fisheries
industry

“National Ocean Council and its partners
have coordinated and strengthened efforts to
address issues including illegal, unreported,
and unregulated fishing that threatens U.S.
fisheries and fishermen” - White House
Council on Environmental Quality

Press Release

Recreation Any mention of
the recreation
(recreational
fishing, diving,
tourism) sector

“Credit is due to the administration for
improving significantly on past National
Ocean Policy policy documents and we
appreciate the fact that they have been

listening to us and other recreational fishing
and boating groups” - American Sportfishing

Association Press Release
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